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concerned with an order of truth different and higher than
natural truth, and said with great emphasis that his religion
contained no philosophy.
SuppliecLby.h]s^reed with a_direct answer^to the perplex-
ing^problem of human dj^tmy^wit^
tiveness and social ambition, and with a respect lor Royalty,
he wasted "ho "energy"on""pEHosopHcar thought, on the
acquisition^" of wealth, on the achievement of rank, or on
opposition to social injustice. He was perfectly fitted to
achieve those~objects that can be attained by the applicatiqn
of jm^esto	but narrow stream of energy.
From five until thirteen Faraday received some sort of
schooling. He said that "my education was of the most
ordinary description, consisting of little more than the
rudiments of reading, writing, and arithmetic at a common
day-school. My hours out of school were passed at home
and in the streets." He used to play marbles in Spanish
Place.
At the age of thirteen he became errand-boy to a book-
seller and newsagent named George Riebau. He had to
deliver the newspapers early on Sunday morning, and often
feared he would be late for chapel. Riebau was a capable
bookseller. His shop was visited by intelligent customers,
whom Faraday had the advantage of meeting. A French
artist named Masquerier lodged with Riebau over the shop.
He was a refugee of some distinction, who had painted
Napoleon's portrait before he had left France. Faraday
had to dust his room and black his boots. Masquerier
liked him and gave him lessons in perspective drawing,
which proved helpful when he wished to illustrate notes of
scientific lectures. It is interesting to notice that both
Davy and Faraday had intimate contact in their youth
with French refugees.
Faraday learned bookbinding. He became deeply
interested in books, and used all his opportunities for reading
those of interest which passed through his hands. He first
became interested in science by the article on Electricity in
an encyclopaedia that he had to bind. He was particularly
delighted with Mrs. Marcet's Conversations on Chemistry.

